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LEGRABOX
Experience Elegance

New:  

LEGRABOX free
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View LEGRABOX film 
www.blum.com/ 
trailerlegrabox

Is there such thing as the perfect drawer? Different from the norm, focussed 
on the principles it pursues – yet unprecedented in its level of performance. 
Straightforward. Simple. Slim. Like LEGRABOX – Experience Elegance.  
The box system impresses with its clear contours, parallel drawer side design 
and decorative lines as central design element. 

LEGRABOX
Elegant box system
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The new LEGRABOX design supports current living trends and opens up  
a wide range of design options. The impressively slim 12.8 mm side panels, 
which are straight on the inside and outside, can be inserted harmoniously  
into any furniture. 

Slimline design
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Alongside LEGRABOX pure with matt, metallic surfaces, the LEGRABOX free 
design version allows height C high fronted pull-outs to be customised to  
individual designs. 

Versatile design
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LEGRABOX free, drawer side height C in terra black matt, wooden design element,  
AMBIA-LINE high fronted pull-out frame in terra black matt

LEGRABOX free, drawer side height C in Orion grey matt, glass design element

LEGRABOX free, drawer side height C in silk white matt, concrete design element,  
AMBIA-LINE high fronted pull-out frame in silk white matt
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Perfect organisation
AMBIA-LINE creates 
order within LEGRABOX 
with simple elegance.

Innovative colouring

Easy utilisation

The inner dividing  
system is available in  
a material and colour  
to match the drawer 
side or certain wooden 
décors can be used 
deliberately to achieve  
a particular effect.

The frames are easy 
to insert and can be 
positioned as desired. 
Steel frames for the high 
fronted pull-out are held 
securely by a magnet. 
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The AMBIA-LINE programme is clear and diverse at the same time and  
available in the following versions: in a steel design with frames made from 
powder-coated steel in the colours terra black matt, orion grey matt and  
silk white matt. It is also available in a combination of steel components  
and selected wooden décor in Tennessee walnut, Nebraska oak and  
Bardolino oak.

Complete programme
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LEGRABOX and AMBIA-LINE are the ideal choice for modern furniture design. 
The clear style looks great in any living area – whether as a drawer,  
inner drawer, high fronted pull-out or inner pull-out.

Modern living
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Kitchens place very particular demands on design and quality.  
LEGRABOX meets these requirements. The box system impresses with  
its straightforward, minimalist appearance and copes easily with everyday 
demands. AMBIA-LINE ensures organisation at its best.

Practical kitchens
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LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height M in orion grey matt,  
AMBIA-LINE knife holder and foil dispenser, drawer frame in orion grey matt

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height M in terra black matt,  
AMBIA-LINE drawer frame in terra black matt

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height N in silk white matt
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LEGRABOX features impressively high functionality.  
Sophisticated solutions such as the SPACE TOWER larder  
unit create valuable additional storage space.

Sophisticated storage  
space solutions




